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them a strongly selective effect. There resulted, here as in
most of the surrounding lands, a stalwart and virile race;
among their ancestors only those, in whom the instincts
that make for the preservation of self and comrades and family
were vigorous, survived. Among them we should attach
importance to those Greeks from Attica and Pylos and Boiotia
who had known something of the art and the amenities of
late Minoan culture, and who yet would rather face the war-
like Karians and the life of a pioneer than half-starve in
over-crowded Attica, or stay in their old homes as the helots
of a barbarian chief. Enthusiasts for " Aryanism " and purity
of race should remember, on the other hand, that those very
emigrants, " who started from the city hall of Athens and
consider themselves the truest-born lonians, brought no
wives with them but took those Karian women whose parents
they had killed. (Because of this murder, these women laid
down a law and took oaths upon themselves, and handed it
down to their daughters, never to sit at meat with their men,
nor to call one's husband by name, because they had killed
their fathers and husbands and sons, and then took them to
wife.) This happened at Miletos." x These Karians were not
uncivilized either, at any rate before the lonians drove them
into the hills, as we are reminded by Homer's reference to
such a luxury-art as the staining of ivory by women of
Karia, or Maionia to north of it.2 Miletos certainly played a
part second to no city in the work of the Renaissance, and
here began, a generation before other lonians took it up,
that first attempt to apply reason to all things that opens
what Lecky called " the European epoch of the human
mind ".
One must remember also, in considering the Ionian
character, that here especially we see the influence of the
epic upon religion. Here, if anywhere, one may trace a
northern influence on Ionian civilization. Those bold and
1 Hdt. i, 146. The ban on sitting at meat with one's husband and the
taboo against naming him, among these Asiatic Greek -women, is of interest,
though Herodotos' reason for it is mere astrological guesswork.
8 11, iv, 141.

